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Nikon has introduced one of its most affordable S-Series cameras Nikon Coolpix S4300.  The
S4300 is ultra-compact camera with point and shoot type. This camera is made available in red,
violet, black, white and silver colors. It is easy to carry and fits nicely in a small camera bag or can
be carried in pocket as well. Some hotkeys are present along with its LCD screen such as to adjust
focus, zoom, select mode and so on in order to make image and video shooting easy for beginners
in photography as well.

Specifications:

Coolpix S4300 is a 16 megapixel camera with 4x digital zoom and 6x optical zoom. S4300 features
3 inch TFT LCD touch panel with 460000 dots image display resolution. This LCD comes with an
anti reflection coating to get a clear view what are you shooting at. The camera weighs only 139g
which makes it quite comfortable for heavy shooting sessions as well. CCD sensors are present in
camera and are1/2.3 inch in size. Autofocus with contrast detect AF technology is also present in
camera to give every click a professional touch.

There is also available manual focus. AS per the Nikon Coolpix S4300 reviews, the camera is
supported by almost all Apple and Microsoftâ€™s operating versions and as the camera is shipped with
Hi-speed USB cable, one can transfer data quickly into the computer. This camera comes with
74MB onboard memory which is upgradable via SD/SDHC/SDXC cards. This camera can shoot
images with maximum resolution of 4608X3456 and is also capable of recording HD videos in 720p
with AVI format. Also there is presently built in flash, so shooting at night outs is never a problem.
Red eye reduction is also present in the camera. This camera offers a wide range of shooting
modes such as auto, scene, beach, indoor, snow, dusk, sunset, dawn, food, night, landscape,
museum, close-up, fireworks show, black and white copy, draw, panorama assist, pet, special
effects and many more.

Price and verdict:

Nikon Coolpix S4300 is one of the latest camera models in 2012 so no doubt all technology used is
the latest in this camera as well. It's value for money model camera. With high end camera
specifications, this camera is priced only Rs 8600* which makes it more affordable according to its
specification kind cameras. Also Nikon is offering accessories which are made available in Nikon
stores in India. One can avail discounts by ordering this camera online.
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